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New and more elementary proofs are given of two results due to W. Littman: 
(1) Let n > 2, p > 2n/(n - 1). The estimate 
(jVul”+Iu,IP)dxdf<C 
cannot hold for all UE C;(Q), Q a cube in W” x Iw, some constant C. (2) Let n 3 2, 
p # 2. The estimate 
,F (IW~NP+ lu,(t)l”)dx< C(t) s (lWWp+ 140)lp) dx 
cannot hold for all C” solutions of the wave equation q u = 0 in Iw” x R; all t E Iw; 
some function C: Iw -+ Iw. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
In [3], Littman proves the following result: Let Q be an open, non- 
empty, cube in R” x R; n 2 2. If p > 2n/(n - I), there does not exist a con- 
stant C, such that 
jjlVfllp+IU’I~)dXdt~CejjIUUI~dXdt (1) 
for all u E C” (KY x R) with supp u c Q. 
Here q = (a/&)2 - d, d = C;= ,(8/8xi)‘, applied to functions of the 
variables x E R”, tE R; V denotes the gradient with respect to the x 
variables. All integrals in which no domain of integration is specified are 
over the whole range of the variables. As an application, Littman derives 
the following result for solutions of the wave equation q U = 0 in R” x R; 
n>2. Iff, gEC,” (KY), define 
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for 1 < p < co. If u solves the wave equation with C” initial values of com- 
pact support, set E,(u(t)) E E,(u(t), ul(t)) for t E R. The result is that if 
p # 2 there does not exist a real-valued function C = C(t) such that 
~p(u(t)) G C(t) q4w (2) 
for all solutions of the wave equation with initial values in CF (IV), all 
tE[W. 
In this paper we give a more elementary proof of Littman’s first result 
and make some observations on the second result which amount to a 
proof. In addition to the simplicity of our proofs, another point of interest 
is that we relate Littman’s results, in the case p = 2n/(n - l), to an elemen- 
tary asymptotic energy localization result (Lemma 3). 
Let 1 < p < co. We will say that a cube Q in IR” x IF! satisfies (NL), (non- 
Littman) iff there is a constant C, such that (1) holds for all UE C;(Q). If 
a > 0, set 
Q(a)= ((x, t)ER”xR 1 1x1 <a, It\ <a}. 
LEMMA 1. Let 16 p < 00. Assume there exists an open, nonempty, cube 
Q in R” x R satisfying (NL),. Then there exists a constant C,, such that for 
all a > 0, all u E C” with supp u contained in Q(a) we have 
~~(~VulP+luJP)dxdt<CoaP~~IOulPdxdt. (3) 
Proof. By translation invariance, we may assume Q contains Q(s) for 
some 6 > 0. If u is supported by Q(a), then v(x, t) = u(ax/o, at/J) is suppor- 
ted by Q(s), hence satisfies (1). 
A change of variables establishes (3) for U, with Co = Co6 -p, proving the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Assume the conclusion of Lemma 1 is valid for some p. Then 
there exists a constant C, such that 
s s 
(IVvIp+ lv,lp)dxdt 
111 cc42 R” 
QC1 I ~,2<,r,<,cr, ~Rn(Jv,Ip+amp IvlP)dxdt 
for all a > 1, all VE C” (68” x R) solving the wave equation q v =0 with 
initial values supported by BE {XE II%” 1 1x1 < l}. 
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Proof Let *EC’” (IS!); Ii/(t)= 1 if ItI <<t; $(t)=O if ItI 3 1. Let u solve 
the wave equation with initial values in C,“(B), let ~12 1 and set u(x, t) = 
$(t/cc) u(x, t). Since supp u(t) E B+ /tl = (x ) 1x1 < It/ + l), we see that u is a 
C” function supported by Q(cr + l), hence satisfies (3) with IY replaced by 
CL-~ 1. Now q u = 0 implies 
q u(x, t) = (l/LX’) ljV’(t/a) u(x, t) + (2/a) @‘(t/a) u,(x, t). 
Since tj’, $” evaluated at t/a vanish for jr1 <a/2 or It/ 2 c(, it is clear that 
the right-hand side of (3) can be estimated by the right-hand side of (4), 
where C, depends on p, $ but not on tl or u. Since u = v for ItI Q a/2, the 
left-hand side of (3) dominates the left-hand side of (4). The lemma follows. 
We also need the following well-known result. Let w solve the wave 
equation with initial values in CF. There exists a constant d (depending on 
the initial values of w) such that 
sup Iw(.x, t)l <d ItI -(n~-‘)‘2 (5) 
for all t # 0 (cf., e.g., [S, p. 461). 
To prove Littman’s result, let u be a C” solution of the wave equation 
with initial values supported by B, let 1 d p < cc and assume (4) holds for 
some C,, all a > 1. Using (5) with w = v, we get 
j- Iv,(t)lPdx= j MW-* Iv,@)l*dx 
6 d ItI -.‘I lv,(t)l* dx, 
where s = (p - 2)(n - 1)/2 and d denotes, here and in the sequel, a constant 
which may depend on v; not necessarily the same constant in all estimates. 
By the standard energy equality (if p = 2, then (2) is valid with C(t) G 1) we 
get 
s Iv,(t)lPdxdd/tl-” (6) 
for all t # 0. Using (5) for w = v, recalling that supp u(t) G B + Itl, a set 
whose volume can be estimated by const. x Itl” for 111 Z tx/2 2 $, we get 
j- lvWIPdx=/ Iu(t)lP dxdd ItI -” 
1x1 < lrl + I 
for 111 >a/2; with s’ = +(n - 1) p -n. 
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We can now use (6) (7) in (4) noting that I& t-O dt can be estimated 
by const. x a1 -u to get 
s f 
(IVolP+(u,lP)dxdt<d(a’-“+I+“‘-P). (8) 
111 <a/2 R” 
A computation shows s’+p-1 =i(rz+ l)(p-2), s- 1 =t(rr-- l)p-n. 
Both these quantities are positive if p > 2n/(n - 1) so that, in this case, 
letting CI + cc in (8), we get 
Z,(u) s jj ([Vu1 p + IuJP) dx dt = 0. 
It follows that (4) cannot hold if u f 0; by Lemmas 1 and 2, we proved 
that there is no Q # 4 satisfying (NL), for p > 2n/(n - 1). For 
p = 2n/(n - l), we can only conclude Z,(u) < co. To complete the proof of 
Littman’s result in this case, it s&ices to exhibit u E C” (R” x W) solving 
q u = 0 with initial values supported by B such that Z,(u) = 00. Such a u is 
provided by the following lemma, whose proof we omit (but see the 
remarks below). 
LEMMA 3. Let n > 2. There exists u E C” (IF x iw) solving the waue 
equation with initial values supported by B such that for some R > 0, 
lim s (Ih(t) Iu,(t)l’)dx>O. (9) 1-m t-R<lxl<t+R 
Let u be such a function. Then Z,(u) = cc for all p, 2 <p < 2n/(n - 1). In 
fact, setting 
W)=[ WW*+ lW12) dx (10) 
applying Holder with r = p/2, r’ = p/( p - 2), 
V(t) < c(ty E,(u(t))“‘, 
where C(t) is the volume of the set (ItI -R d 1x1 < ItI + R}, which can be 
estimated by const. 1 tl”- I. Thus, with k = r(n - 1)/r’, we have 
I 
00 
t-kV(t)‘<const. E,(u(t))=const. XI,(U). I (11) I 
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In view of (9), the first integral in (11) can be finite only if k > 1; a com- 
putation shows k = &(p-- 2)(n - l), hence k > 1 is equivalent to 
p > 2n/(n - 1). Thus I,(u) = cc if p 6 2n/(n - 1). This concludes the proof of 
Littman’s first result. 
Remarks on the Proof of Lemma 3. The existence of the limit in (9) is 
immediate; if u is a solution of the wave equation then the integrals are 
monotone nonincreasing in t. 
If n is odd, n > 3; if we take R > 1, then (9) holds for any solution v # 0 
with initial values in C:(B). In fact, by Huygens’ principle, the integrals in 
(9) are constant and equal to the energy proving the lemma in this case. If 
n is even, it is still true that for the same choice of u and R the limit in (9) is 
the energy, but the proof is more complicated; we refer the reader to 
Wilcox [2, Lemma 8.81. In Wilcox’s notation, our lemma follows from this 
lemma by taking 0,(t) = -R, e,(t) = R, Q = Iw”. Wilcox’s proof relies on 
the notion of asymptotic wave profile which is related, via Fourier 
transform. to the notion of Radon transform. It is, however, possible to 
prove Lemma 3, as stated, by purely elementary means in the even case. 
Restricting oneself to radial solutions u, the lemma reduces to the case 
n = 2, where some simplifications are possible. If u E C” (KY* x Iw) is a radial 
solution of the wave equation, then by Darboux’s formula 
where 4(t) = ~(0, t) for t E lT&! (cf. [ 1, Chap. VI, Sect. 61). By this formula, we 
see at once that u vanishes in the forward cone {(x, t) 1 (xl d t - r, t >, R} if 
and only if 4 vanishes for t > R. This result allows us to approximate radial 
solutions by those vanishing in forward cones (the latter not necessarily 
with compactly supported initial data), providing an effective substitute for 
Huygens’ principle. Though elementary, the details get quite tedious. We 
also want to remark that the fact that radial solutions can be 
approximated, for n = 2, in the energy norm by solutions vanishing in 
forward cones, is a very particular case of Melrose [4]. It is an easy con- 
sequence of Proposition 2.9 of [4] (and the remarks that follow) that the 
set of finite energy solutions of the wave equation vanishing in a forward 
cone is dense in the whole space of finite energy solutions. The principal 
tool in Melrose’s approach is the Radon transform. 
We conclude with some remarks on Littman’s second result. The easiest 
way to prove it is as follows: 
Assume that for some p 2 1 there exists C = C(t) such that (2) holds for 
all solutions of 0 u = 0 with initial values in C; (R’), all t E [w. A simple 
dilation argument proves that then a constant C(t) works; i.e., we can set 
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C(t) = C( 1) for all t. We can now immediately eliminate the case 1 <p < 2. 
In fact, the decay properties of solutions of the wave equation show 
for all solutions u with initial data in CF (IV’); (l/p) + (l/q) = 1 (since q > 2 
in this case). Since E*(u(~)) remains constant, we must have, by Holder’s 
inequality 
for all nonzero solutions u with initial data in CT (Rn). This contradicts 
(2), given the remarks on C(t) made above. 
The case 2 < p < cc now follows by duality: If u solves the wave equation 
with initial data $, $, then the Fourier transform of u is given by ti(& t) = 
~0s t 151 6(l) + 151~’ sin t ItI $(t). F rom this we see that if (2) is valid for 
p > 2; some t, all 4, * E Cr, the operators, which after Fourier transform, 
consist of multiplication by cos t (51 and sin t ) 51 extend to bounded 
operators in Lp. 
Since these operators are self-adjoint in L*, this implies that they also 
extend to bounded operators in Lq, (l/p) + (l/q) = 1, bringing us back to 
the case 1 <q < 2 where we already saw that (2) can not hold. 
All these remarks do not apply if n = 1; in that case there is no decay of 
solutions of the wave equation in the LP-norms; p > 2. They do however 
apply to other equations with some degree of homogeneity, for example, 
the Schroedinger equation 
au 
-iAu at- in lK!“x R. 
A relation such as 
Ilu(t)ll,G C(t) Il4O)llp (19) 
for some p, some function C = C(t), all solutions u with u(0) in some dense 
subspace of Lp once more implies that the relation must hold with C(t) 
replaced by C( 1) for all t. The argument hen proceeds as in the case of the 
wave equation, using the decay of solutions in the LP-norms, p > 2. The 
conclusion is, again, no such relation can hold. 
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